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Abstract—AVB is an emerging layer 2 networking technology
that allows for deterministic and guaranteed delivery of time
sensitive data. This technology has been published by the IEEE.
Also published by the IEEE is the IEEE 1722 standard which
is a solution for encapsulating media for transmission on AVB
networks. A IEEE 1722.1 working group was established to define
a layer 2 standard for interoperability between networked AVB
devices. As the IEEE 1722.1 working group strives to address
interoperability between networked AVB devices, there remains
the issue of interoperability between devices that conform to this
developing standard (IEEE 1722.1) and those of already existing
protocols. This paper presents a solution that allows devices that
implement the proposed IEEE 1722.1 layer 2 control protocol to
be controlled by an existing layer 3 protocol.
Index Terms—AVB, AVDECC, Proxy, XFN

Recently, the IEEE engaged in an endeavor to provide a
solution that guarantees reliable transmission of real-time data
on Ethernet networks. This resulted in the development of
a technology commonly referred to as Ethernet AVB. This
technology utilizes Ethernet as the transport medium for time
sensitive data, since Ethernet has become the most common
Local Area Network (LAN) standard [2].
Ethernet AVB refers to a suite of IEEE standards (including
amendments to existing IEEE standards) that provide the quality of service (QoS) necessary for transmitting time sensitive
data over Ethernet networks. The protocols that make up the
AVB suite ensure that:
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•
•

I. BACKGROUND
igital audio networks are becoming the preferred solution for networking audio devices in large installations
such as airports, stadiums, theme parks, hotels, shopping malls,
and places of worship. In such installations, audio devices
are networked to enable the distribution of sound, as well
as to enable the configuration, monitoring and control of
the networked devices from a remote and often centralized
location. In some instances, a sound engineer may want to
be able to control the networked audio devices via a mobile
wireless hand-held device. In order to enable such remote
control of devices, each device implements a control protocol.

D

Currently, there are a wide range of audio control protocols,
some proprietary and others open standards. These include
HiQnet, CobraNet, AES24, AV/C, mLAN, OSC, AES-X170
and XFN [1]. Each protocol is developed for a particular
use case, and often implemented irrespective of other existing
protocols. Hence, interoperability between devices that implement different control protocols is a challenge. The impact
on consumers is that while designing an audio network, the
interoperability between devices remains a restriction irrespective of cost. This paper seeks to address this challenge
by investigating interoperability between two audio control
protocols, an OSI/ISO layer 3 and a layer 2 protocol.
1 This work was undertaken in the Distributed Multimedia Centre of
Excellence at Rhodes University, with financial support from Telkom SA,
Comverse, StorTech, Tellabs, Easttel, Bright Ideas 39, THRIP, UMAN Tech
and the Rhodes University Andrew Mellon Scholarship.

•
•

the necessary network resources are available before data
transmission commences - IEEE 802.1Qat [3].
time sensitive data are prioritized over other data on the
network - IEEE 802.1Qav [4].
devices become (and remain) synchronized when they
join the network - IEEE 802.1AS [5].
there is conformance to AVB requirements among devices
on the network - IEEE 802.1BA [6].

With the AVB network guaranteeing deterministic delivery of
time sensitive data, there emerged a need for a standardized
method of ‘packing’ and ‘unpacking’ data together with the
timing information necessary for synchronizing networked
devices. The IEEE 1722 standard addresses this challenge by
defining an encapsulation technique for media transmission on
AVB networks [7]. On IEEE 1722 AVB networks, media is
transmitted within a stream from a talker (which is the source)
to a listener (the destination). Generally speaking, talker and
listener devices are referred to as end stations.
Following the development of the AVB and IEEE 1722
standards, the IEEE P1722.1 working group has been developing a standard that will allow for device discovery,
enumeration, connection management and control of AVB end
stations [8]. This standard is commonly referred to as the
AVB Discovery, Enumeration, Connection Management and
Control (AVDECC) protocol, and it defines a number of layer
2 protocols that will be described later in this paper. AVDECC
seeks to attain device interoperability between networked AVB
end stations.
While AVDECC addresses interoperability between compliant
end stations, the existence of non-compliant devices (that is,
devices which implement other control protocols) on the same

network results in device interoperability remaining a challenge. This paper presents an approach that allows a protocol
(XFN) to gain control over AVDECC end stations. It describes
the implementation of an AVDECC proxy that translates layer
3 IP messages to layer 2 Ethernet messages. The proxy enables
an XFN network monitor and device controller (application)
to establish and destroy audio stream connections between
AVDECC end stations.
The motivations for using XFN in this investigation were:
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

XFN was co-developed with the Rhodes University audio
networking research group.
XFN devices were readily available.
The XFN protocol is under standardization with the
Audio Engineering Society (AES).
The XFN protocol incorporates features that are common
to most contemporary IP control protocols. These features
are mentioned later in section II of this paper.
The XFN protocol incorporates advanced audio networking features such as joins, modifiers and grouping [9].
XFN defines a fixed 7-level hierarchy for parameter
modeling, which provide a consistent way to represent
and address device controls.
There is an XFN-based network monitor and control
application (UNOS Vision) that is provided freely by its
developer - UMAN [10].

•
•

AVDECC talker - device that is the source of one or more
audio stream(s) on the network
AVDECC listener - device that receives one or more
audio stream(s) from the network

Devices that conform to the AVDECC protocol are broadly
referred to as AVDECC end stations.
The AVDECC protocol is still being developed, however at the
time of this investigation AVDECC consists of the following
protocols:
•
•

•

AVDECC Discovery Protocol (ADP) - defines a discovery
mechanism for networked AVDECC end stations.
AVDECC Enumeration and Control Protocol (AECP) defines how the features and functional units within an
end station can be discovered and controlled.
AVDECC Connection Management Protocol (ACMP) defines the procedure and commands for establishing and
destroying stream connections.

AVDECC also defines an AVDECC Entity Model (AEM).
AEM provides a uniform way for modeling an AVDECC end
station in terms of its functional units.
An AVDECC end station is identified by its entity GUID,
which is a 64-bit field that is unique to each AVDECC end
station.
B. XFN Protocol

II. I NTRODUCTION
Typically, an audio control protocol will define how audio
stream connections can be established and destroyed. The
process of establishing and destroying audio streams is known
as connection management. Other common features of control
protocols include:
•
•
•

device discovery mechanism,
support for the enumeration of a device’s features, and
control commands for manipulating device features.

This investigation was conducted to enable connection management of AVDECC end stations from an XFN network. This
paper will describe how an AVDECC proxy was implemented
to perform layer 3 to layer 2 command translation in order to
enable connection management.
Before describing the AVDECC proxy, the AVDECC and XFN
protocols are described in the following sections.
A. AVDECC Protocol
The AVDECC protocol refers to the IEEE 1722.1 standard
document, which is an attempt to provide a uniform procedure
to achieving the aforementioned features (of control protocols)
on an AVB network. AVDECC defines three protocols that will
enable device discovery, enumeration, connection management
and control of AVDECC end stations via layer 2 messaging.
AVDECC views networked devices as fulfilling any or a
combination of three roles, namely [8]:
•

AVDECC controller - device that sends inquiry and/or
control AVDECC messages to AVDECC talkers and
AVDECC listeners

The XFN protocol is a peer-to-peer control protocol, that
allows for configuration, monitoring and connection management of networked devices[11]. Communication between
networked XFN devices is via IP messaging.
XFN defines a fixed 7-level hierarchy for modeling a device’s
parameters. In XFN, parameters refer to the features on a
device which have values that can be retrieved and/or modified.
XFN provides for more complex controls such as:
•
•
•

grouping of networked devices,
joining of different parameters (or controls) irrespective
of which networked device the parameters reside, and
modifiers that allow for complex relationships between
parameters

An XFN device utilizes the XFN stack, which is a crossplatform implementation of the XFN protocol.
Each XFN device on a network is identified by its IP address
and an ID that is unique to the device known as its XFN node
ID. The XFN node ID enables a single host (identified by
its IP address) to have multiple XFN implementations, each
uniquely identified by its XFN node ID. A typical example is
the case of a proxy which could represent multiple devices.
UNOS Vision is an XFN application that runs on a workstation, and can be used to remotely control, monitor and
configure XFN devices on a network [10].
III. AVDECC P ROXY S OLUTION
The AVDECC proxy created in this investigation is capable
of layer 3 (IP packets) and layer 2 (Ethernet frames) communication. It receives an IP message, then translates it to the

appropriate Ethernet frame in order to fulfill a task, and vice
versa. The interaction between a layer 3 protocol (XFN) and a
layer 2 protocol (AVDECC), via the proxy, is shown in Figure
1.

‘AVDECC end station’. The proxy is able to fulfill this requirement by utilizing the ACMP component of the ‘AVDECC
library’.
Before describing the implementation details of the AVDECC
proxy, here is a description of the AVDECC library that is
utilized by the proxy.
A. AVDECC Library Implementation

Figure 1: AVDECC proxy for integrated network
communication
From Figure 1, when the ‘AVDECC proxy’ receives an XFN
message from the ‘XFN Network Controller’, it translates
the message to a corresponding AVDECC message, which it
then sends to the appropriate ‘AVDECC device’. The XFN
message could be an instruction to establish a connection
between an AVDECC talker and listener. Any response from
the ‘AVDECC device’ is received by the ‘AVDECC proxy’
and relayed to the ‘XFN Network Controller’.

In this investigation a software library that implements the
AVDECC protocol was created on the Linux platform. The
library is called libavdecc. An AVDECC controller utilizes
libavdecc to discover AVDECC talkers and listeners, as well
as to transmit AVDECC connection management and control
instructions. Utilizing libavdecc, a software developer is able
to create an AVDECC talker and/or listener that runs on a
Linux PC.
The libavdecc library has a modular design, with each module
implementing an aspect of the AVDECC protocol described in
section II-A. This modular design allows developers to utilize
only the modules that are required by their application. Figure
3 shows the design layout of libavdecc.

IV. D ESIGN AND I MPLEMENTATION OF AVDECC P ROXY
The requirements of the proxy are depicted in the form of a
use case diagram in Figure 2.

Figure 3: Logical layout of the libavdecc implementation

Figure 2: Use case diagram of AVDECC proxy
The proxy utilizes the ‘XFN stack’ for XFN messaging
with the ‘XFN connection manager’. It also utilizes the
‘AVDECC library’ for layer 2 (AVDECC) communication
with the ‘AVDECC end station’. The ‘AVDECC library’ is
an implementation of the AVDECC protocol (described in
section II-A) and was created as part of this investigation.
The AVDECC library will be described later.
The proxy is capable of discovering all AVDECC end stations
on a network in accordance with the ADP protocol. For each
discovered AVDECC end station, the proxy creates an XFN
device node, which is discoverable and accessible from a
remote XFN device such as the ‘XFN connection manager’
in Figure 2.
Utilizing the proxy, the ‘XFN connection manager’ is able
to establish and destroy audio stream connections on the

In Figure 3, the ‘AVDECC Transport Controller’, ‘ADP’,
‘ACMP’, ‘AECP’, and ‘AEM’ are modules within libavdecc.
The circles with the letters ‘A’, ‘D’, ‘C’, ‘L’, and ‘T’ represent
the advertising, discovery, controller, listener, and talker state
machines, respectively. These state machines are defined in
the current draft of the IEEE 1722.1 standard document [8].
The libavdecc modules are described below.
1) AVDECC Transport Controller module: The AVDECC
Transport Controller module is responsible for receiving and
transmitting layer 2 (AVDECC) messages from and to the
network respectively. The AVDECC transport controller ‘picks
up’ two types of (layer 2) Ethernet frames from the network.
These are:
•
•

unicast frames that are addressed to its host’s MAC
address, and
multicast frames that are sent to the multicast MAC
address (91-E0-F0-01-00-00) reserved for AVDECC [8].

Each AVDECC message comprises a protocol Data Unit
(DU), which is encapsulated within the transport layer header

(Ethernet header). Within each DU is a ‘subtype’ field, which
is used by the AVDECC transport controller to determine what
protocol message it has received. Based on the subtype, a
received DU is passed to the appropriate protocol module. The
transport controller also receives DUs from the other modules
for onward transmission to the network.
Every device that utilizes libavdecc is required to initialize this
module for communication with the network.
2) ADP module: The ADP module implements the AVDECC
Discovery Protocol (ADP). It receives ADP messages from the
AVDECC transport controller, then passes it to the appropriate
state machine (based on the message type) for processing. The
two state machines associated with ADP are:
•

•

3) ACMP module: The ACMP module receives connection
management messages from the AVDECC transport controller,
then sends it to any of the ACMP’s three state machines,
namely:

•

•

B. AVDECC Proxy Implementation
The libavdecc library described in section IV-A is utilized by
the AVDECC proxy for layer 2 (AVDECC) communication.
The proxy uses the XFN stack for layer 3 (XFN) communication. The AVDECC proxy is depicted in the form of a class
diagram in Figure 4.

Advertising state machine - announces presence of an
end station on a network by multicast messaging. An end
station leaving the network announces its departure via
this state machine.
Discovery state machine - utilized for discovering
AVDECC end stations on the network. It holds a list of
discovered end stations and modifies this list whenever a
device becomes unavailable.

These two state machines are implemented as independent
modules that can be loaded by an application based on its
requirements.

•

end station, in accordance with those defined in the IEEE
1722.1 standard document [8].

Controller state machine - is used by an AVDECC
controller to transmit connection management commands
to AVDECC talkers and listeners. It is also able to associate a received response with the appropriate initiating
command.
Listener state machine - is used by an AVDECC listener
to process connection management commands, and respond appropriately.
Talker state machine - is used by an AVDECC talker
to respond to connection management messages from an
AVDECC listener or controller.

These three state machines can be initialized independently,
depending on application requirements.
4) AECP module: The AECP module is an implementation
of the AECP protocol. This module handles all messages
that involve the enumeration and control of an end station.
It enables an application to obtain information about the
capabilities and functional units within an end station. This
module interacts with the AVDECC Entity Model (AEM), and
can be used to query and manipulate the AEM. All messages
handled by this module are unicast and conform to one of
the formats of the AECP Data Unit (AECPDU) [8, Page 258266]. An AVDECC listener or talker can utilize this module
to allow for remote control and monitoring of its features.
5) AEM container : The AEM container provides an API with
the associated C-structs that allow a software developer to
model the features and functional units within an AVDECC

Figure 4: Class diagram for AVDECC proxy
The ‘AvdeccProxy’ object is the proxy’s start-up object that
creates the ‘AvdeccNetwork’ object. The ‘AvdeccNetwork’
object initializes the XFN stack and libavdecc’s transport
controller module within its constructor. It also initializes the
ADP module, the ACMP module and ADP discovery state
machine. Following this, it announces a discovery AVDECC
message on the network. Each AVDECC end station on the
network responds to this discovery message by sending an
AVDECC ADP available message, which contains (discovery)
information about the entity.
On receiving an available message, the proxy checks to
determine whether the received entity GUID (which is a field
within the announced entity information) corresponds with that
of an end station in its (proxy’s) list of discovered entities. If
this entity is not in its list, the proxy creates a new instance of
the ‘AvdeccEntity’ class, which is an abstraction of the actual
device, then adds it to the list.
For each discovered end station, a controller state machine
is created within the constructor of its corresponding ‘AvdeccEntity’ class. The controller state machine is responsible for
fulfilling the connection management command. The ‘AvdeccEntity’ constructor also creates an instance of the ‘XfnDevice’ class within its constructor.
A one-to-one relationship exists between an ‘AvdeccEntity’
object and an ‘XfnDevice’ object.
The ‘XfnDevice’ class creates the appropriate XFN parameters
which adequately models the AVDECC end station in XFN
terms. All XFN interactions with an AVDECC end station are
achieved by communicating with its corresponding ‘XfnDevice’.
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V. A NALYSIS AND R ESULTS
From the use case diagram of Figure 2, the proxy is required
to:
•
•

expose AVDECC end stations, and
enable connection management.

A test bed was set up to investigate the AVDECC proxy
implementation. Figure 5 depicts the test bed.

UNOS Vision discovers the AVDECC end stations on the
network in the same manner it would discover any XFN device
on the network. It does so by broadcasting an XFN device
discovery message. The proxy responds to this message by
sending its (the proxy’s) IP address and a different XFN node
ID for each end station. In the current implementation, UNOS
uses the end station’s entity GUID as its display name.

B. AVDECC connection management
The IEEE 1722.1 draft standard defines a controller connect
procedure for connection management [8, Page 245]. This
procedure is depicted in the form of a sequence diagram in
Figure 7.

Figure 5: Test bed topology
The test bed consists of:
•
•
•
•

an ‘XFN connection manager’,
two AVDECC end stations (‘AVDECC end station 1’ and
‘AVDECC end station 2’),
an ‘AVDECC proxy’, and
an ‘AVB switch’.

The ‘XFN connection manager’ is the UNOS Vision application (running on a Windows PC) for XFN network configuration, monitoring and device control [10]. The AVDECC end
stations are the XMOS/Attero Tech low-cost AVB modules,
running the XMOS AVDECC end station implementation [12].
The ‘AVB switch’ is a LabX Titanium 114 switch which
implements the AVB protocol [13].
A. AVDECC end station discovery
With the AVDECC proxy in place, UNOS Vision is able
to discover AVDECC end stations on the network. Figure 6
shows UNOS’ device discovery view.

Figure 6: UNOS Vision discovers AVDECC end stations

Figure 7: AVDECC controller connect connection
management procedure
Figure 7 shows the AVDECC message command type exchanged between the AVDECC controller, listener and talker
end stations, in order to establish a stream connection. The
proxy uses the controller connect procedure to establish a
connection between an AVDECC talker and an AVDECC
listener. A similar procedure is used to destroy a connection,
except with the appropriate AVDECCC disconnect command
messages [8, Page 245].
The screen shot in Figure 8 shows UNOS Vision when a user
establishes a connection between the end stations, with one
(AVDECC end station) fulfilling the role of AVDECC talker
and the other as AVDECC listener.

Figure 8: UNOS establishes a stream connection between
AVDECC end stations

In order to determine the efficiency of the proxy, a comparison
was done between the time taken for:
•

•

a test application (running on a PC) to send a connect and
disconnect command directly to the AVDECC listener,
and
UNOS to send a connect and disconnect command to the
AVDECC listener via the proxy.

The times noted were with reference to when a response
(CONNECT_RX_RESPONSE for connect command and
DISCONNECT_RX_RESPONSE for disconnect command)
was received from the AVDECC listener (see Figure 7 for
connect command sequence). Five attempts at the above
connection management sequence were observed. The average
time (in milliseconds) of the five attempts are shown in Table
I.
UNOS via AVDECC proxy
Test application
Difference

CONNECT (ms)
10.9090
6.0448
4.8642

DISCONNECT (ms)
5.6562
1.0078
4.6484

Table I: Timing results
For the timing investigation, the test application and the
AVDECC proxy were running on the same machine. This was
to ensure that performance of the PC did not affect the results.
From the results of Table I, the proxy adds less than 5
milliseconds latency.
The Modeling Human Processor (MHP) affirms that when
events occur within a 100 millisecond interval, they appear as a
single event to an observer [14]. Hence, a 5 milliseconds delay,
between clicking on UNOS Vision and observing a stream
connection established or destroyed, is not noticeable to a user
(sound engineer). This means that from a user’s perspective,
using the proxy for connection management is as efficient as
sending connection management messages directly.
VI. C ONCLUSION
This paper has described the design and implementation
of an AVDECC proxy, which enables a layer 3 protocol
(XFN) connection manager to establish and destroy an audio
stream connection in accordance with a layer 2 (AVDECC)
connection management procedure. The integration of layer
2 devices (AVDECC end stations) into a layer 3 network
manager’s control is fulfilled by command translation which
is implemented by the proxy.
The AVDECC proxy was created by utilizing a Linux software
library that was created in the course of this investigation.
This library is called libavdecc, and it has been described
as an implementation of the AVDECC protocol for device
discovery, enumeration, connection management and control
of networked devices.
Furthermore, this paper revealed that the overhead added
by the proxy was not noticeable by a user establishing
and destroying audio stream connections between networked
AVDECC end stations. This validates its use in audio networks
for live sound production.
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